Wall St watchdog won't roll over: Finra CEO
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By Joseph Giannone and Rachelle Younglai
NEW YORK (Reuters) - One of Wall Street's biggest watchdogs concedes that it needs more bite.
After the biggest financial meltdown in history, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority accepts responsibility for
some of its shortcomings and is trying to do more to protect investors from multibillion dollar frauds such as the one
committed by Bernard Madoff.
"We did take a hard look at how we operate with respect to both Stanford and Madoff," Finra Chief Executive Richard
Ketchum said this week at the Reuters Global Exchanges & Trading Summit in New York.
Texas billionaire Allen Stanford has been accused of bilking investors of billions of dollars in a Ponzi scheme and is
awaiting trial in January 2011.
"We could have done better on both," said Ketchum, who took the helm in April 2009 after about 30 years mostly at
the New York Stock Exchange's regulatory arm; NASD, a Finra predecessor; and the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Finra, which is funded by the financial industry, supervises nearly 5,000 brokerage firms and is overseen by the SEC.
Like the SEC, Finra has been criticized for failing to catch Madoff before he bilked investors of $65 billion. Finra has
also been criticized for being captive to the industry it is supposed to monitor. Although the SEC oversees Finra, it is
seen as being hands-off.
But Ketchum said: "We aren't unaccountable. We are tightly interwoven into the securities regulatory environment.
The suggestion of a lack of accountability is, I think, a political suggestion."
Now as Congress and the White House try to reform the way the financial system is supervised, Finra is trying to
expand its jurisdiction to include investment advisers.
The watchdog is also trying to bolster its enforcement division, creating a whistleblower office and vowing to be more
aggressive in investigating the advisory activities of the registered broker dealers.
But although Ketchum has spent more than three decades moving through the regulatory ranks, he is not seen as a
tough regulator.
"I have a high opinion of Rick, but that goes to his acute knowledge about the microstructure of capital markets and
not to either his regulatory zeal, enforcement experience, or overall management style, none of which have been
tested before moving to the NYSE, then Nasdaq and Finra," said James Cox, a securities law professor at Duke
University.
Ketchum has been a regulator through some of the biggest U.S. securities scandals, including the insider trading
scandals of the 1980s and the Nasdaq trading-spread scandal of the mid-1990s to the dot-com bubble at the turn of
the millennium.
The trading industry views Ketchum as someone who understands markets thoroughly. "There's no regulator who
cares as much about markets as Rick," said Chris Concannon, the former head of transaction services at Nasdaq
OMX and a former SEC attorney. Concannon is a senior partner at electronic trading firm Virtu Financial LLC.
At the Reuters Summit, Ketchum spoke out about the need for a consistent fiduciary standard for brokers and
investment advisers who provide financial advice. He also said Finra's fraud detection and whistleblower offices will
"ensure that we have a central focus with respect to people who are sophisticated from a fraud detection standpoint."

To his credit, Ketchum has often been brought in to help clean up messes such as when he became general counsel
of Citigroup's investment bank in the aftermath of its tech bubble scandal. For the first time in his regulatory career,
Ketchum will be solely accountable for the successes and failures of his organization.
"I have no doubt about his integrity, and I'm telling you no one in the regulatory sector has more experience," said
John Coffee, a securities professor at Columbia Law School.
"Yes, he's been around some collisions that have damaged others' reputations. ... But that is far different than saying
I think he's responsible."
(Reporting by Rachelle Younglai; Editing by Richard Chang)
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Finra, First Heal Thyself
By JIM MCTAGUE

Funding Finra's failures.
IN 2007-08, REGULATORS AT FINRA WERE so distracted with empire-building and lining their pockets,
they overlooked the world's two largest Ponzi schemers: Bernie Madoff and, allegedly, R. Allen
Stanford. So what's the deeply flawed Financial Industry Regulatory Authority up to now? Building
itself an even bigger empire.
The quasigovernmental body, which advertises itself as the white knight of 90 million investors, is
lobbying Congress for the power to regulate 11,000 investment advisors who now fall under the
jurisdiction of the Securities and Exchange Commission and state securities regulators. The states
regulate those with less than $25 million in assets, but want Congress to bump that to $100 million.
Why? The SEC does such a poor job, it visits an average of one advisor every nine to 11 years!
Finra currently regulates Nasdaq and New York Stock Exchange brokers and securities dealers, and
pays its executive staff high-on-the-hog salaries, despite abysmal performances. This is the same
behavior that contributed to the failure of big financial firms that operated under Finra's purview. If
Congress accedes to its power grab, the kingdom of Finra will be able to fatten its coffers with millions
more dollars in fees from its new charges. Given Finra's sorry enforcement record, there's little reason
to believe investors would be any better off.
Why would investment advisors want to shell out money for the privilege of being regulated when the
SEC does it free? The state regulators oppose Finra's grab because they say there's no adequate
oversight of the organization.
"They aren't accountable to anyone but their own members," says Texas Securities Commissioner
Denise Voigt Crawford. As for being investor-friendly, she points to their "abhorrent" mandatory
system of dispute resolution by arbitration, a process she says is stacked in favor of the firms.
FINRA'S STORY is that had it been regulating investment-advisory firms in 2007, it might have caught
on to Madoff. Although Madoff's brokerage business was regulated by Finra, his investment-advisory
business, where the fraud took place, was regulated by the equally hapless SEC.
Says Finra spokeswoman Nancy Condon, "The absence of a comprehensive examination program for
investment advisors impacts the level of protection for every member of the public who entrusts funds
to one of those advisors. It's clear that dedicating more resources to a regular and vigorous
examination program and day-to-day oversight of the investment advisors could improve investor
protection for their customers, just as it has for customers of broker-dealers."
Finra's critics find this argument risible, pointing out that there's scant evidence that the regulator
examined Madoff's brokerage business in recent years. Furthermore, they contend Finra failed to
properly regulate a host of firms at the center of the financial meltdown, including Bear Stearns,
Lehman Brothers, and Merrill Lynch.

The nonprofit Project on Government Oversight says an internal Finra review shows Finra missed key
opportunities to uncover alleged fraud by Stanford, in part because it is too cozy with Wall Street.
Finra is what is known in the securities world as a self-regulatory organization, or SRO. Congress
wrote a provision in the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 permitting exchanges to create SROs to
regulate member conduct and punish scofflaws. The SEC conducts regular inspections of Finra. But
there are no regular oversight hearings by the Congress.
In 2006, the NYSE and the Nasdaq each had an SRO. In 2007, the two exchanges agreed to create
Finra, to realize cost efficiencies and regulatory harmony. The merger required emendation of the
Nasdaq market's bylaws by some 5,000 members.
Its SRO decided to prod the change by offering members $35,000 apiece from $2 billion in members'
equity it had amassed as a result of the public listing of the Nasdaq stock market between 2001 and
2006. The SRO had owned shares of Nasdaq stock. In a prospectus and in road shows, Finra
contended that the Internal Revenue Service threatened to yank its nonprofit status if it paid Nasdaq's
members $35,000 each.
Several broker-dealers subsequently sued Finra, alleging the officers had lied and subsequently had
used some of the money to give themselves exorbitant pay raises. Mary Schapiro, who led Finra then,
received $7.3 million in salary and accumulated benefits when she left; now chairman of the SEC,
Schapiro makes $158,500 a year. This month, Judge Jed Rakoff of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York dismissed the lawsuits, not on their merits, but because under the law,
Finra and its officers enjoy "absolute immunity" from private actions challenging their official conduct
as regulators. The judge's action startled the investment-advisory community.
"I don't think Finra is accountable to anyone," says David Tittsworth, executive director of the
Investment Advisor Association in Washington. He's right. Congress should change this, not give Finra
an expanded kingdom.

Finra's Accountability
To the Editor:
The March 8 D.C. Current column, "Finra, First Heal Thyself," contained complaints that the Financial
Industry Regulatory Association isn't "accountable to anyone." One critic said Finra is accountable only
to Finra-registered firms and brokers. But the Finra board of governors is composed of a majority of
public members, unaffiliated with securities firms or brokers.
Another critic [David Tittsworth, executive director of the Investment Advisor Association] said Finra
was accountable to no one, as if the organization were a sovereign state. In addition to its board,
Finra also is overseen by the Securities and Exchange Commission. It reviews and approves all rules
written by Finra, regularly examines Finra activities and has the authority to sanction Finra.
In response to the Madoff and [alleged] Stanford scandals, Finra has enhanced its routine-examination
programs for detecting fraud, instituted new procedures for review of arbitration matters and
established an Office of Fraud Detection and Market Intelligence, among many other initiatives.
We agree that it's time for reform in financial-services oversight, but the discussion surrounding it
should be grounded in fact, not self-serving hyperbole.
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